
obtain prices comparable to genuine notes. They were being
sold as fantasies, perhaps for one dollar each. The $10 note,
which I have examined, has a WP serial number prefix rather
than the MA which Mr. Tan reports.

Unfortunately I have not had the opportunity to examine any
of the fake souvenir overprints. There are several possibilities
with this piece. First, there is the possibility that they are being
printed as complete notes, just as the above fakes. It is also
possible that the bogus overprints are being applied to genuine
notes, which are quite common; this is a much more dangerous
type fake. The description of these souvenir notes, which is
given on page 190 of World War II Military Currency (published
in 1978), indicates that fakes were being produced even then.

In conclusion, the notes reported by Mr. Tan are clearly
counterfeits, but because of the low quality they do not pose a
great threat to collectors. However, a threat to noncollectors
and the integrity of the hobby remains. ■

NEW SUDANESE NOTES
SPMC member Ahmed Elseroui of Cairo has written to say that
the Bank of Sudan has released a new series of bank notes; the
colors differ from the 1981 issue. A 50 pound note (160 x 80
mm) was added; this is the first appearance of this denomina-
tion. This note bears the date of 25 May 1984, all other notes
are dated 1 January 1983.

25 piasters, red, similar to P16.
1 pound, parliament building on back has shadows

and is blue, not blue and yellow, similar to P18
5 pounds, similar to P19

10 pounds, different colors, similar to P20 but
20 pounds, similar to P22.
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Steven Tan of International Stamp and Coins, Kuala Lum-
pur, Malaysia has written to warn SPMC members of bogus
Japanese Invasion Money (JIM) that has appeared in the
marketplace. He writes " . a syndicate in Malaysia has
reprinted three of the Malaya Japanese Invasion bank notes of
$1 with two banana trees and 'MA' serial numbers. The $10
note also has two banana trees and 'MA' serial numbers. The
$100 notes with the original $100 JIM notes overprinted
`MALAYAN VJ WAR SOUVENIR' in deep magenta and
`GRIM MEMORIES of 1941-1945' in black. We found the
above, fake bank notes have recently been offered to some
overseas dealers and collectors as collectors' items . . . Please
publicize and warn members ... about these BOGUS bank
notes.

A $5 JIM with the overprint that also appears on bogus $100
notes.

An authentic $10 note with two banana trees. but with "WP" prefix.
50 pounds, green, blue yellow and violet, "Bank of Sudan"
at top, President Nemeri.

At least two of these three pieces have been seen in the
marketplace here in the United States for at least a year,
perhaps two. The $1 and $10 notes are listed in Pick as Malaya
M5a and M7a respectively. They are Malaya JIM 74a and 76a
in World War 11 Military Currency. These two issues are quite
popular with collectors. This popularity is due at least, in part, to
the fact that they are engraved and have serial numbers, two
characteristics not found on many JIM issues.

The bogus issues are printed a crude offset method. The serial
numbers are distinctly different from the genuine pieces. The
genuine serial numbers are sans serif, the fakes have them. I am
not sure if fake is even the correct word to describe these pieces.
They certainly are too crude to be called counterfeit even
though they do meet the legal definition of the term. These
pieces are hardly a danger to experienced collectors but may
deceive beginners, or noncollectors. One of the aspects that
struck me when these pieces entered the market was the low
price at which they were being sold. There was no attempt to

Back: green blue.

It will be interesting to see if this note, with the image of Niemeiry,
is withdrawn. The letter from Mr. Elseroui was dated prior to the
coup d'etat in April that deposed the Sudanese leader.
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